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April this year bring us two holidays from opposite ends of the spectrum: Easter and
Friday the 13th. There are myths, lore, and facts to both holidays. For TnT

Paranormal we have a lot going on in April, from new cases to team member training
to preparation for summer events.
This past month brought us new cases, team member training, preparation for the
upcoming library programs, presentation and ghost tour at Tinker Swiss Cottage in

Rockford, and a meeting with Angelic Empath Judy LeGrand.

Judy is a natural born Empath, Spiritual Healer, and Intuitive Reader. At our March
team meeting Judy discussed with us the practice of Reiki and meditation. To learn
more about Judy or her work go to: http://angelicempath.com/index.htm.

At TnT Paranormal
Investigators LLC our primary
mission is to help the client
with their paranormal
concerns. We research the
background of the property,
gather data during an onsite
investigation, review that data
to determine if any paranormal
evidence was captured, and
provide the client with a report
of our findings. We also use
this time to educate our clients
on the paranormal field and
helping to ease their fears.

We would love to assist you
with your paranormal needs. If
you would like to know more
about our services, ask us
questions, or to request an
investigation please go to
www.tntparanormal.com.

www.tntparanormal.com

This month marks the 1 year anniversary of our Paranormal Talk with Rev. Kathy
column. We are so lucky and grateful for this column and to be able to call Rev.
Kathy a friend of the team. Thank you Kathy for the last year and we look forward to

many more to come.
Please note we start our 2012 library program kicked off in March. In April, come
join us at the Lemont Public Library on the 5th or the White Oak Public Library in
Romeoville on the 19th. To see our entire calendar and list of events go the last

page of this newsletter or http://www.tntparanormal.com/events.htm#614365348 for
details.

We are always on the lookout for new cases and places to investigate, so please
keep us in mind if you hear of anything. That’s all for this issue but not all, by any
means ,for us and what we are up to. To learn more go to our website
(www.tntparanormal.com), check us out on FaceBook
(https://www.facebook.com/#!/home.php?sk=group_146712678732927&ap=1), or
Twitter (@TnTParanormal).

We never charge a client for an investigation!
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Paranormal “U”
Friday the 13th
by Tom Dziekan, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC
Friday the 13th will occur this month and is said to be the most unlucky day of the year. It can occur anywhere from one to three times a year
and on average happens once every 212 days. But do you know why this day is so unlucky and is there any truth to it? What do you do on
Friday the 13th? Treat it like any other day or stay home and lock your doors? Frankly, I don’t think I ever seriously contemplated how Friday
the 13th came to be.
A little bit of research uncovered that there is not much substance to Friday the 13 th. No one really knows the origin but it’s thought it has to do
with the combination of 2 superstitions, that Friday is an unlucky day and 13 is an unlucky number.
Friday:
•

According to Catholic tradition this is the day when Eve tempted Adam with the forbidden fruit, Abel was killed by Cain and Jesus Christ was
crucified

•

In maritime history the most popular sailing superstition is that it’s unlucky to begin a voyage on a Friday

•

Black Friday refers to any one of several historical disasters that happened on Fridays

•

In England it is said that a Friday moon brings foul weather

The Number 13:
•

13 is said to be unlucky because it follows the number 12, which is considered a complete number (e.g. 12 months in a year, 12 signs of the
zodiac, 12 gods of Olympus, 12 apostles of Jesus, 12 tribes of Israel, 12 labors of Hercules, and 12 days of Christmas)

•

There are no cars with the number 13 in Formula 1 racing

•

In Paris, superstitious diners can hire a quatorzieme which is a professional 14th guest.

•

In Italy, houses between numbers 12 and 14 are addressed as 12.5

•

The 13th Tarot Card is the Death Card and depicts the Grim Reaper

•

There are 13 steps leading to the gallows, 13 knots in a hangman's noose, and 13 feet which the guillotine blade falls.

•

Infamous murderers Charles Manson, Harold Shipman, Frederick West, Saddam Hussein, Jeffrey Dahmer, John Wayne Gacy, Theodore
Bundy, and Jack the Ripper each have 13 letters in their names.

•

Many buildings do not have a 13th floor, many hospitals do not have rooms with the number 13, and many airports do not have a 13 th
terminal.

Friday the 13th
These above two superstitions go as far back as biblical times but there has been no direct link between the two prior to the 19th century. The
earliest evidence connecting Friday and the number 13 is from the biography of Italian composer Gioachino Rossini. In the book, The Life of
Rossini, it says: "[Rossini] was surrounded to the last by admiring and affectionate friends; and if it be true that, like so many other Italians, he
regarded Friday as an unlucky day, and thirteen as an unlucky number, it is remarkable that on Friday, the 13th of November, he died."
I believe that pop culture has popularized Friday the 13th. Some contributing factors include the “Friday the 13th” movie series that was first
Continued on Page 3
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Friday the 13th

released in 1980 and grossed nearly 40 million dollars. Also, it turns out the connection between the Knights Templar and Friday the 13th was
actually popularized by the 2003 novel, the Da Vinci Code. On Oct. 13, 1307, King Philip IV of France raided the homes of the Knights Templar,
imprisoned them on charges of illegal activities. None of the charges were proven, but hundreds were tortured in order to force confessions, and
more than a hundred died. Jacques de Molay, the last known Grand Master of the Knights Templar was burned at the stake on Friday, March 13,
1314.
Fear of Friday the 13th is called friggatriskaidekaphobia and is the most popular superstition in the US. It is speculated that 17-21 million
Americans suffer from this fear and it costs the country a billion dollars a year in absenteeism and reduced commerce. There is no solid evidence
that more tragedies or accidents occur more on Friday the 13th than any other Friday. Understandably, it is said that accidents are more
common on Fridays because Friday is typically the end of the work week and people are hurrying to get home from work or out celebrating.
There are numerous events tied to Friday the 13th but any person would be able to list equally as tragic events that occurred on any other day.

Some popular events that are tied to Friday the 13th include the following:
•

On Friday, April 13th, 2029, a near-Earth asteroid - 99943 Apophis - will swing past the Earth

•

Tupac Shakur was shot and killed in Las Vegas on Friday, Sept. 13, 1996

•

On 13 October, 1989, the Dow Jones experienced the second largest drop in history. This event was later nicknamed the ‘Friday the 13th mini
crash’.

•

A plane carrying 45 rugby team members and other passengers crashed in the Andes Mountains on Friday 13 October, 1972. Sixteen of the
group survived for 72 days before being discovered and resulted to acts of cannibalism in order to stay alive.

•

A huge South Asian storm killed an estimated 300,000 people in Chittagong, Bangladesh, and created floods that killed as many as 1 million
in the Ganges delta on Nov. 13, 1970.

•

Fidel Castro, the Prime Minister then President of Cuba, was born Friday, Aug. 13, 1926.

•

Al Capone was sentenced to prison on a Friday the 13th.

•

Butch Cassidy, notorious American train and bank robber, was born on Friday, April 13, 1866.

I think it’s safe to say that Friday the 13th is nothing more than a myth. I would suggest that you treat this Friday the 13 th like any other normal
day.
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Tools of the Trade
Thermometers
Melissa Tanner, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC
One of the tools that we use for every investigation is a thermometer. A thermometer is a tool that gives
us the ability to take temperature readings during an investigation. This tool is used at: the beginning of
an investigation to take baseline readings of the location; during the investigation to see if we have any
changes to the baseline readings; and at the end of the investigation to see if we have any changes to
the baseline readings.

Why is documenting the temperature important?
Another theory in the paranormal field is that an entity will use the energy around them to manifest (form),
thus taking energy out of the air which lowers the temperature around them. A very common report from
clients are “hot” or “cold” spots. However, before you can tell if a temperature reading experienced is
paranormal you have to know what the location’s normal temperature readings are. Therefore we take
these readings as part of our setup and document them for future reference.
These readings can be in the form of ambient (air), surface, or object temperatures. The most common
being the ambient temperature. In my opinion, taking ambient temperature readings provides you with
the most useful temperature related data on an investigation.
As we take these readings we observe the location and see if there are natural causes why it may be hot or cold in this particular spot. Is
there an air vent nearby? Is a nearby window open, broken, leaking air, etc.? Is there another cause for the temperature change?
The initial and closing readings are documented in the case log. Additionally, all known causes for
temperature fluctuations are noted. Before we start the investigation the team is made away of the
findings.
These findings are also shared with the client as part of the reveal. The purpose for that is to provide
the client with some answers for activity that is from a natural source and not a paranormal one.

Which thermometer do I buy?
Well that depends on the type of temperature reading you want to document. For ambient readings a
Mel-Meter, Kestrel, or a data logger are your best options. If you want to see these readings real time
the Mel-meter (see photo above) is your best bet, since it can do Electro-Magnetic Fields (EMFs) at the
same time. If you want the data recorded automatically at periodic intervals then the data logger is best
for that, but these results can be seen at the recording time, but rather later on after the investigation is
complete. For surface readings a laser thermometer works best (see photo to the right). For an object
reading, either nearby or in the distance, a thermal thermometer is best. Sometimes this type of
thermometer is combined with video capabilities, such as with the Flir. If you can only afford one
thermometer then you can’t go wrong with the Mel-Meter…you’ll get the most bang for your buck!
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Famous Haunts
The Stanley Hotel, Estes Park, CO
http://www.stanleyhotel.com/

and http://www.legendsofamerica.com/co-estesparkhaunting.html

Made famous by Stephan King’s 1980 film adaptation of “The Shining,” the Stanley Hotel is one of America’s most haunted hotels. In the early
1900’s, Freelan Oscar (F.O.) and Flora Stanley were advised to stay in the mountains after F.O. was diagnosed with tuberculosis. His doctor
believed that the fresh mountain air could help ease his condition. After spending some time there, F.O.’s health began to improve and the
couple fell in love with the area. They built a home approximately one half mile west of where the Stanley Hotel would soon stand. After
purchasing the land from Irish Earl Lord Dunraven in 1906, construction began on the summer resort, which was completed in 1909. Wood
and rock were obtained from the nearby mountains and the hotel was built in the Georgian architectural style. It was well equipped with
running water, electricity, and telephones, but lacked heat. (It was meant to be a summer resort, after all.)
The hotel has been host to many ‘famous’ guests including the Unsinkable Molly Brown, John Philip Sousa, Theodore Roosevelt, the Emperor
and Empress of Japan, and a variety of Hollywood personalities.

These are not the only guests the Stanley Hotel encounters. It is said that F.O. is still a regular visitor at the hotel. It is reported that his

apparition can be witnessed in the lobby and the billiard room, which was his favorite room in life. Bartenders also report having seen F.O.
stroll through the bar, disappearing when they try to cut him off at the kitchen. F.O. is not the only one said to be haunting this hotel, Flora
continues to entertain people by playing piano in the ballroom. Employees and guests have reported hearing music coming from the ballroom
and when they investigate, piano keys have been witnessed moving, but as soon as one enters the room, the music goes quiet and the keys
stop moving.

There also seem to be several rooms that boast of unexplained phenomenon. Room 407 is said to be haunted by Lord Dunraven. It is
reported that he stands in the corner of the room near the bathroom door. One guest reported that the light in that corner would go on and off.
After the guest explained they were only staying a couple nights and asked for the light to remain on, it did. A ghostly face has also been
reported peering out of this rooms window when the room is unoccupied.

Room 418 appears to be haunted by children. The cleaning crews hear strange noises and witness impression on the beds when the room
has been empty. There are many reports from guests that they hear children playing in the hallway at night.

Rooms 217 and 401 also have reported claims of paranormal activity. Stephan King reported that when he stayed in room 217, he saw the

ghost of a small child who was calling out to his nanny. This was his inspiration to write “The Shining.” This child has also reportedly been
seen by many of the hotel staff in different areas of the hotel. Hotel staff also report footsteps and apparitions throughout the hotel.

The Stanley Hotel is considered one of the most haunted hotels in America; however, the ghosts here seem to be merely residents of the
hotel. There are no reports of anything violent or evidence of any ‘bad’ spirits. So, if you happen to be in Estes Park, CO, consider staying at

The Stanley and experience it for yourself.
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From the Paranormal Store
Paranormal Technology: Understanding the Science of Ghost Hunting
Paranormal Technology is the first book to provide a scientific method for ghost hunting, which includes in-

depth explanations of what the collected data means. Paranormal Technology offers new techniques,
answers questions, and provides experiments, which will help bridge the gap between the paranormal and
science. Written in everyday language, it offers keen insights into the nature of paranormal phenomena, the
protocols required for collecting evidence that will stand up to scientific scrutiny, and the possible theories
that may explain the source of "Ghosts". Currently employed test equipment is examined and proper use is

covered in great detail. Paranormal Technology is an indispensable aid to any scientific researcher or ghost
hunting group, whether you are a beginner, or with many years of experience. This book is not a means to
an end, but rather, an invitation to a fresh beginning.

Author: David M. Rountree
ISBN-10: 1450253563
ISBN-13: 978-1450253567

Ask TnT Paranormal
The following question(s) was/were submitted by our readers, by our online subscribers, or at events.

What is the most difficult thing about being a paranormal investigator?
I am asked this question often and for me the answer is: finding the time needed to take care of everything necessary to be part of an
extremely professional paranormal investigation team. Everyone thinks that being a paranormal investigator is so cool (and it is) but it is also
difficult and time consuming. Being part of a professional team requires a lot more than just investigating. After every investigation there is

usually 30 to 40 plus hours of data to review and each team member is required to help review this data. There are also team meetings,
special events, investigations that require travel, writing for the newsletter and when part of TnT, there are library events that each team
member must participate in. In addition to all this, I am a case manager, which requires me to spend time doing phone and face to face
interviews and corresponding with potential clients. All this being said, although it is difficult and time consuming it is the COOLEST job ever
and I welcome each new opportunity that comes TnT’s way.

Sneak Peek

-- Marcie Clarke, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

In the next issue of Bumps in the Night!!!:
• Paranormal “U” – Ghost Hunting – Day or

We have TnT Paranormal t-shirts. Place

Night?

your order today at:
http://www.tntparanormal.com/apps/webs

• Famous Haunts – Whisper Estates

tore/

• Tools of the Trade – Video Software
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Paranormal Talk with Rev. Kathy

Paranormal or Not?

A String Of Belief
Contributed By Rev. Kathy Houck, Independent Paranormal
Investigations Research Consultant
In April of last year the Tevatron particle accelerator at Fermilab in
Illinois, recorded the presence of what scientists hoped was the long
elusive Higgs boson particle. All anyone was really certain of at the
time was that this stray blip on an endless screen of collected data,
was that this bosonic particle that appeared was heavier than the W
boson or the Z boson that had been seen previously. W and Z bosons
are responsible for weak energy transmissions that decay
radioactivity in an atom, known as nuclear transmutation. A single
particle of matter, smaller than a speck of dust and unable to be seen
by the naked eye set the paranormal field into a tailspin.

The above picture was taken a friend of the team, Tkay Anderson.
What do you make of it?

In simple terms bosons are the subatomic particles such as photons

Answer will be provided in next month’s issue.

that Einstein’s theory of general relativity (gravity) was based upon,
fermions are particles such as neutrons (providing integral motion or

Answer from the March Issue:

‘spin’), which are the basis for quantum physics. String theory
attempts to show that both bosons and fermions coexist in a
supersymmetry throughout the universe and that they cause parallel
and overlapping dimensions or a multi-verse. The reason paranormal
investigators are so interested in the scientific laboratory discoveries,
is that we are ever closer to understanding that there is more than our
own existence in the physical surroundings than we can see.

I have wondered why in reviews of electronic voice phenomenon or
EVP’s, those recorded voices we can’t hear audibly often answer us,
and moreover they sometimes ask the questions! Could it be that
whomever might be sharing our physical space in another plane of
existence is also studying us from the overlapping ‘other space’? For
the believer it seems science has offered us a more concrete
possibility. For the skeptic no science will ever be proof enough. As

The above picture was taken by a team while on vacation in FL. What

we know more about the relation of science and the paranormal, we

do you make of the strings of light? It is actually just lights in the

come to learn that normal is something we just don’t fully understand.

background that make these weird strings because the camera

Not yet anyway…

settings are at an incorrect setting for the environment.
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What’s on your mind
Lemp Mansion
One of my favorite haunts
By Frank Wurczinger, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

One of my personal favorites haunted locations in the world is the Lemp
Mansion, located in St. Louis, Missouri. Maybe its due to a German Heritage
that I share with the Lemp's or that I am a sucker for this beautiful Victorian
Mansion, either way I was drawn to this place.
Johann Adam Lemp came to St. Louis from Eschwege, Germany in 1838 with
something that no one else is St. Louis could provide, Lager Beer. His talents

as a brewer soon made Joham Lemp wealthy. The mansion, built in the
1860's, was purchased by William Lemp and transformed into a showplace
throughout the years. Inside the Lemps had Italian marble intricately carved
African mahogany, an atrium with exotic plants and birds, and three (3) large
vaults to store their collection of art. Underground the Lemps built an

an auditorium, ballroom and swimming pool. This was accessed by a now sealed tunnel that also ran to the brewery.
In 1901 Frederick Lemp, the favorite son of William and heir to the Lemp Brewery, died under mysterious circumstances. The loss of his son
was too much for William to bear and he died three (3) years later of a self inflicted gunshot wound to the head. This is one of the four (4)
Lemp suicides. In 1920 William Lemps daughter, Elsa, also committed suicide. Then 18 years after William Sr. died, his son William Lemp Jr.
also shot and killed himself . The fourth death, in 1949, was when Charles Lemp shot himself and his beloved dog. After Charles’ suicide the
mansion was sold and turned into a boarding house. After this sale, is when the haunting tales began, ranging from ghostly knocks to
footsteps.
In 1975 Dick Pointer saved the mansion and reopened it as an inn and restaurant. During its renovation workers reported apparitions,
vanishing tools, and strange sounds. Many of the workers were so frightened they refused to return to work at the mansion. After opening
employees of the restaurant have reported vanishing apparitions, strange voices and sounds, and bar glasses moving on their own.
The three (3) main hot spots seem to be the attic, the stairway and the basement which the staff refers to as "The Gates of Hell". One of the
supposed spirits that haunt the mansion is the illegitimate son of William Jr. knows as "Monkey Face Boy". It is believed that he was born with
downs syndrome and spent his life in the attic of the mansion to protect him from the cruelties of the outside world. Another spirit in the attic is
nicknamed Oscar. He makes his presence known by his foul odor.
When the television show "Ghost Hunters" investigated the mansion Grant found out first hand that how bad Oscar smelled. One story told to
me by Betsy Belanger, who gives the haunted tours, was of a young couple who stayed at the mansion. They seemed to be making a

Continued on Page 9
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Lemp Mansion
little too much noise and heard a knock at their door. Opening
the door they saw an older gentlemen with his dog. The man
scolded them for the late night noise and the couple went
apologized and went to bed. The next morning the couple asked
the staff to please tell the man again how sorry they were. The
staff responded with "there wasn't any older gentlemen here last
night and certainly no dogs". Supposedly they had a visit from
Charles Lemp and his dog.
With or without paranormal activity, I would recommend staying
at the Lemp Mansion. It is a very unique building rich in history.
The staff was great and Betsie's tour was interesting. If you
book a room I recommend booking on a night of a tour. The
rooms are discounted for the late check in.

Ghostly Believe it or Not
First Home Happenings
By Rena Martinez, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

It was an exciting time for us, getting ready to move into our very first house, a rental one. Though it was very old and needed a lot of work, we
were thrilled that we were getting a 4 bedroom, 2 bath house with a full basement for just $650 per month. Little did we know, we were in for a
whole lot more than the beauty of our first home!
I first noticed that the house had an ‘odd’ feeling to it the day that we went to see it and talk to the landlord. It felt chilly, a little spooky even. It
really felt like someone was watching us. When I mentioned this to my husband, he just sort of brushed it off as ‘new house jitters’. I brushed it
off then, too. I thought that once we got it all cleaned up and moved in all of our things, it would feel more like home to us. So later that day we
signed the contract and we were free to move right in!

The first experience I had personally came the very first day we started cleaning up the house. My husband was busy bringing loads of all of our
stuff from our old house to the new one, and I stayed at the new house to clean. I was alone in the kitchen on my knees scrubbing the
refrigerator, when all of a sudden the room got super cold. The hairs on the back of my neck stood up, I had goose bumps all over and I just

Continued on Page 10
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Ghostly Believe it or Not
Continued from Page 9

First Home Happenings
knew that there was someone behind me, watching me. I continued to clean, talking out loud to myself to try to calm myself down, but I was truly
scared. I mentioned it to my husband when he returned….and once again he told me there was nothing to worry about.
Over the next two years, I had countless experiences in that house. In the morning, when I would go downstairs to the kitchen, all of the cabinets
would be wide open. On a few different occasions, the front door would be wide open in the morning. I heard footsteps walking on the second
floor almost constantly, doors would slam all over the house, and when I was alone in the basement doing laundry, the door upstairs would slam
almost every time. I became so used to all of these things happening that it hardly bothered me after a while. Muffled talking would keep me up at
night sometimes, and though I could never make out what was being said, I know I was hearing more than one person talking from somewhere in
that house. Someone or something was there, but whom? And did they want to try to communicate with us?

Things got a little more bothersome though, after our third child was born. When he was about 6 months old, we noticed that suddenly he was not
sleeping through the night anymore like he previously had been. Every single morning at around 3:00 a.m. he would wake up screaming like
something had scared the daylights out of him. When I would go to him, he would be sitting in his crib staring at the wall and he would be crying
and terrified. Once I brought him into bed with me, though, he was fine. This went on for a few months. Then, one night when he woke up
screaming again, I had had enough. I went into his room and I shouted “Whoever is scaring my baby needs to stop it and leave him alone”! From
that night on, he never woke up scared and crying at 3:00 a.m. again.
Another strange occurrence was that my daughter, then just over 2 years old, started coming into my room at night and telling me she was seeing
a lady all dressed in white in her room. She mentioned this ‘lady in white’ quite frequently. I asked her if she felt afraid of the lady, and she told me
no, so I didn’t worry too much. I knew that whoever was in the house with us knew better than to scare my kids anymore. Lesson learned! My 6
year old son also heard voices in his closet, but he said he was not afraid either. So we just continued on as normal. As long as my children
weren’t being bothered and scared, I was ok.
My husband remained unfazed by the things he witnessed and the things that I told him were going on, until one night right before Christmas. It
was very late, midnight or so, and we were standing in the kitchen getting ready to lock up and go to bed. All of a sudden we heard footsteps
running back and forth, back and forth upstairs. He looked at me and said “one of the kids must be awake” and he went upstairs to check things
out. When he came back down, he had a strange look on his face. I asked him who was up, and he told me that all of the kids were fast asleep in
their beds. Before I could respond, the running started again. We both went upstairs and once again found that the kids were fast asleep. This
went on for almost an hour. We were speechless! We couldn’t find any other explanation for the footsteps. Needless to say, he was a bit shaken
up, but he finally agreed that maybe something was going on. From then on, we just dealt with all the strange activity, but we did start looking for
another home at that point.
Living in that house was an exciting and sometimes nerve-wracking experience! I wish I had been able to find out some sort of history about it,
who the previous owners were, going back until the time when the house was built…but as much as I searched, I could never find anything on the
house at all. I drive by the house occasionally and I find myself wondering if the people who live there now have had any strange experiences.
Though I never did find out what the spirit(s) or entities wanted, I was happy that we had come to a point where we could live somewhat
peacefully with each other.
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Paranormal Fiction

The House on Magnolia
Part 2 (Part 1 was in the March 2012 issue)
By Susan Haynes, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

Going into the house after the recent events was traumatizing to me anyway, but the evidence of the child’s footprint shook me to the core. I
gasped aloud and slumped into a chair at the kitchen table. The paranormal team crowded around me, trying to be of comfort, but I felt like they
were talking to me through a cloud of cotton. I just couldn’t grasp the significance of this very real evidence. In two days I had gone from a fairly
normal middle aged woman, to one who had a haunted house. This was crazy!
After about five minutes I shook off my stupor and rose from the table, gritting my teeth with determination. I was going to figure this thing out and

get my life back to normal with the help of these wonderful strangers. “Okay, you guys. I’m alright. Let’s get this taken care of. Tell me what to do.”
I said. Smiles broke out around the room as they realized that I was ready to tackle the problem head-on. The priest patted my shoulder and took
my hands in his. “We are going to figure this out for you. You are a strong woman, and together we are going to beat this. Give us the rest of the
house tour and tell us everything that you’ve experienced.” I smiled and gave his hands a squeeze. We turned and left the kitchen and I led them
through the house. Through their eyes I saw that I had a lot to be proud of in this old house. I really had something to fight for and I felt ready to

do it.
As we finished the tour on the top floor, the attic, I showed the team the final hiding spot that I had found. Within this was the child’s porcelain tea
pot which I had left there. As we turned to go back downstairs, a creaking noise occurred right behind us and the teapot flew out of the cubbyhole,
hitting the wall right next to the priest’s head. Pandemonium broke out at this, and we all clattered down the attic steps at a dead run, the good
Father in the lead. We met back up in the kitchen, breathing hard and wide-eyed. Now the team knew what they were up against, and they were

incredibly excited. The priest was the only one who felt that this might be a dangerous entity, since he was the one that was nearly brained by the
teapot. He fingered his rosary that hung from his belt, and asked us all to be quiet for a moment. He began the Lord’s Prayer and we all joined in,
feeling the room’s atmosphere change almost immediately. I swear the temperature dropped 10 degrees instantly. As the prayer ended, Josh, the
team leader, looked up and opened his eyes. “Okay, you guys, we need to leave and make a plan of action. We’ll meet over at Bill and Sharon’s
house, if that’s okay, Bill?” Bill nodded assent. “Let’s go.”
We trooped across the lawn to Sharon and Bill’s house, greeted by Rufus as we came in the back door. Sharon was not so thrilled at having so
much company, but she fell in line like a trooper. What choice did she have really? We went into the family room at the back of the house,
furnished in soft blues and grays, and sat down, with Josh at center stage. A plan of action, he had said. Well, I was ready, and the others
seemed as eager to begin as I was. But they didn’t seem as frightened as I felt the situation called for, and I was a bit worried. Sharon brought in

Continued on Page 12
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The House on Magnolia – Part 2
a tray of soft drinks, water and cookies, then sat down in the corner with Bill. She clearly felt that this was out of her league and wouldn’t have

much to contribute. She was wrong.
Josh began by asking me to tell him each of the hidey-hole items as he wrote them down in a notebook which he pulled from his jacket pocket.
He felt this would provide clues to the identity of the entity in the house, giving us a starting place to begin our investigation. I reached back in my
memory for these items, starting at the beginning when I first found the doll and the tattered copy of Little Women. We all felt that every clue
pointed to a female child, except for the mummified animal paw. Although we supposed a little girl could have found such a thing and decided that
it had some value, it was rather macabre for a female. Snips and snails and puppy dog tails. Josh assigned one of the team to get a history of the
house and its one-time occupants. Clearly we needed to know who the girl was, and her name if possible. The priest, Father Ryan, felt that there
had to be two entities in the house, as he felt that there was a demonic presence as well as the child. At this point Sharon finally broke her
silence. “I don’t know if this will help, but I remember that there was a girl that lived there at the turn of the century and died there. At least that’s
what the rumors were when I was a kid. We always kind of ran past that house, afraid that she’d reach out and kill us from the grave. They always
said that she died from injuries that she’d sustained in a fall down the attic steps. Does that help?” She took a sip of her water and smiled at us.
We all felt that this tidbit had to have its roots in truth, but we’d have to wait until Josh’s team member had done her research to find out for sure.
Josh felt that there wasn’t much more to be done that night, and it was getting late, so we broke off and the team and Father Ryan left. We had
made plans to meet again in three days, to give the researcher time to gather information. I helped Sharon and Bill clear up the bottles and plates
then we all went to bed, mentally exhausted.
When we met again three days later, the team was still excited. It seemed that they had never had such a case with such clear-cut evidence and
were itching to get it on film and tape. Rosie, who had done the research, was almost jumping out of her skin. She wanted to tell us what she had
found and could barely contain herself until we had all settled in Bill and Sharon’s family room. What she found knocked my socks off. It seemed
that the little girl in question had indeed died a tragic death in that house, but it wasn’t from falling down the attic steps. It was from being pushed
by her own brother, who had actually been caught in the act by the housekeeper. The girl died two weeks later, never regaining consciousness,
while the boy was put into a mental hospital outside of town. He told the police that he had done the deed because his sister was evil, that she
had the devil in her and he needed to save the rest of the family. He was so obviously deranged that they rushed through the trial and stuck him
in that asylum as quickly as they could. He hung himself before the year was out, protesting until the end that his sister was truly evil, and that he
had killed her for the safety of the family.

Well, we were all blown away by the facts that Rosie had uncovered, needless to say. I was of two minds about it, to be honest. Up until a few
days ago, I had never really believed in the supernatural. This whole experience had turned me upside down and inside out. Was the girl evil or
was the brother insane? These were the questions that the team would have to answer, and I was along for the ride. Suddenly, I was more
frightened than I had been when the kitchen phenomena had occurred. What the heck was I getting into, and what was I bringing these eager
paranormal investigators into? I asked Father Ryan to say a prayer for our safety, before Rosie continued with her revelations.

Stayed tuned for Part 3 of The House on Magnolia in the May issue of Bumps in the Night!!!!
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Other Recommended Reading

Capturing Ghosts on Film by Christopher Balzano (Picture Yourself series)
Ghost Hunter's Guidebook: The Essential Guide to Investigating Ghosts & Hauntings by Troy Taylor
Ghosts of the Illinois Canal System by David Youngquist
How to be a Ghost Hunter by Richard Southall

Introduction to Paranormal Investigation by Robb Hawkins
Our Haunted Lives: True Life Ghost Encounters by Jeff Belanger
Don't Kiss them Goodbye by Allison DuBois

Secrets of the Monarch by Allison DuBois
We are their Heaven, by Allison DuBois
Ghost Hunting: True Stories of Unexplained Phenomena from The Atlantic Paranormal Society
Seeking Spirits - The Lost Cases of TAPS by Jason Hawes and Grant Wilson
Ghost Hunt: Chilling Tales of the Unknown by Jason Hawes and Grant Wilson
Ghost Files: The Collected Cases from Ghost Hunting and Seeking Spirits by Jason Hawes and Grant Wilson
Ghost Hunt 2: MORE Chilling Tales of the Unknown by Jason Hawes and Grant Wilson
The Other Side: A Teen's Guide to Ghost Hunting and the Paranormal by Marley Gibson , Patrick Burns, and
Dave Schrader
Weird Illinois by Troy Taylor, Mark Sceurman, and Mark Moran
The Ghost Hunter’s Survival Guide by Michelle Belanger
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AMT Counseling Management
Services

Upcoming TnT Paranormal
Events

Ages 2 through Adulthood

• April 5, 7PM, Lemont Public Library (102)

Services offered
ADHD
Anger Management
Anxiety
Asperger's Syndrome
Autism
Depression
Domestic Violence
Family
Grief and Loss
Marriage
PTSD
Sexual Abuse
And much more

• April 19, 6:30PM, Romeoville – White Oak Library (101)
• September 22 - Paranormal Event in Rockford – More
information coming soon!
• September 27, 7PM – Roselle Public Library (101)
• October 2, 6:30PM, Three Rivers Public Library, Minooka
(102)
• October 4, 7PM, Oak Brook Library (102)

Contact us:

• October 11, 7PM – Franklin Park Public Library (101)

815 N. Larkin Ave
Suite 104B
Joliet, IL 60435

• October 16, 7PM, Carol Stream Library (102)
• October 18, 7PM, Steger Library (101)

Phone: 815-730-8900

• October 25, 7PM, Lockport Library (101)

Email: amtcounseling@yahoo.com

• October 30, 6:30PM, New Lenox (102)
We are adding new events all the time, so check the updated
list often. We hope to see you at an event in your area soon.
http://www.tntparanormal.com/events.htm

Investigator Spotlight

If you know of any location looking for a team to present at
and/or host an investigation at please feel free to pass along
our contact information.

Kerri Spillers

Upcoming Paranormal
Events

Investigator in Training
Kerri grew up in Crete and now resides in Park Forest with her
husband Dave and sons. She has a BA in Psychology and has

• April 14, 2012, Old Fort Niagara, NY
http://idealeventmanage.com/fortniagara.html

work as a case manager in the mental health field. Kerri is

• May 4, 2012, Rose Island Lighthouse, RI
http://idealeventmanage.com/roseislandlighthouse.html

include physical fitness, spinning classes, dancing, reading, and

• May 26, 2012, Fort Mifflin, Philadelphia, PA,
http://idealeventmanage.com/fortmifflin2012.html

"unexplainable" experiences which sparked her curiosity with the

currently a stay at home mom raising her fours sons. Her hobbies

spending time with her family. Over the years, Kerri has had a few

paranormal. With the help of the paranormal shows her curiosity
turned into wanting to be on a team to try and find what is out

Events are being added all the time. Good sites to watch are:

there. She is looking forward to learning all the "ins and outs" of

http://idealeventmanage.com

paranormal investigating and getting a chance to work with a

http://www.beyondrealityevents.com

paranormal team.

http://darknessradio.com/
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